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NOTE TO THE DIRECTOR:
This play is a celebration of three cultures that often live in distrust and misunderstanding but that have 
much in common and indeed have much to learn from each other. The author has gone to great lengths to 
give each of the three as fair and balanced a showing as is possible. She therefore requests that there be 
no cutting of scenes or characters that would skew this balance. The play should run about one hour. If it 
is essential to trim it a bit for time, there must be only minor interior cuts or cuts of scenes in which all 
three cultures are represented. To change this play in any way that would lessen the emphasis given to 
any of the three cultures would be a serious violation not only of trust but of copyright.

THE CAST:
The play can be performed by a cast as small as eight or as large as can be fit onto the stage. A clever 
director might use an even smaller cast. Even though historical tradition presents most of the characters 
as male, feel free to have female actors assume any role you would like.

STAGING:
The staging should be very simple, using the SIX cube-shaped blocks as described at the opening of the 
play. (Or more as the director wishes.) The blocks, bearing the three religious symbols, are turned as each 
scene begins so that two are black and one shows the symbol of the religious tradition in the scene to be 
played. All SIX blocks can be used creatively to change the look from scene to scene. Even though the 
play is divided into scenes, the action should be continuous, if possible.

PROPS:
It is suggested that there be no props, that all business be done as pantomime.

COSTUMES:
The play can be done in whatever dress the director chooses. Simple theatrical costumes that can easily 
flow from scene to scene would be best. The director may choose to have a variety of costume pieces that 
can be hung on something like a large “family tree” that is positioned to one side of the stage. If so, these 
should be removed and returned very quickly so that no time is lost between scenes.



SCENES

Scene One--INTRODUCTION

Scene Two–THE CARAVAN (Muslim)

Scene Three--THINGS COULD BE WORSE (Jewish)

Scene Four–THE CARAVAN CONTINUES (Muslim)

Scene Five–STONE SOUP (Christian)

Scene Six–OUR PRAYERS ARE ANSWERED
 The Christian Mystic
 The Muslim Hodja
 The Jewish Rabbi

Scene Seven–THE CARAVAN CONTINUES (Muslim)

Scene Eight–WHATEVER GOD DOES IS FOR THE BEST (Jewish)

Scene Nine–THE CARAVAN CONTINUES (Muslim)

Scene Ten–OUR FOOLISHNESSES
 Mulla Looks for the Key
 The Wonder Working Rabbi
 The Preacher

Scene Eleven–THE CARAVAN CONTINUES (Muslim)

Scene Twelve–WHY THE CHIMES RANG (Christian)

Scene Thirteen–THE CARAVAN CONTINUES (Muslim)

Scene Fourteen–OUR GOLDEN RULE
 RABBI Hillel
 Christian Minister
 Muslim Imam

Scene Fifteen–THE CARAVAN CONCLUDES (Muslim)

Scene Sixteen–FINALE



“An enemy is someone whose story you do not know.”
  –Jewish saying

    



CARAVAN

SCENE ONE: INTRODUCTION
 The stage is bare except for six sturdy wooden blocks, they should be cubes. All are painted black. On one 

side of the three of the blocks is a well-designed symbol of one of the three cultures we are celebrating– (1) 
a six-pointed JEWISH STAR OF DAVID, blue on a white background (2) a CHRISTIAN CROSS, white 
on a red background and (3) a MUSLIM CRESCENT MOON AND STAR, gold on a green background. 
These blocks are arranged so that as we open, the audience sees only the black sides. THREE ACTORS 
enter.

FIRST ACTOR: Two wise men of Chelm went out for a walk. One carried an umbrella.  
  (SECOND ACTOR hoists to side an imaginary unopened umbrella.)
 The other did not.
  (THIRD ACTOR gestures “not me”!)
 Suddenly it began to rain.
  (SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS put out a palm as if to check for rain.)
THIRD ACTOR: Open your umbrella! Quick!
SECOND ACTOR: It won’t help.
THIRD ACTOR: What do you mean, it won’t help? It will protect us from the rain!
SECOND ACTOR: It’s of no use. It’s as full of holes as a sieve
THIRD ACTOR: Full of holes? Then why did you bring it in the first place?
SECOND ACTOR: (Shrugs) I didn’t think it would rain!

(As if this makes perfect sense, SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS continue their journey for a few 
steps, then freeze.)

FIRST ACTOR: Welcome to our play about the wisdom–and sometimes the foolishness of--
(SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS run back to FIRST ACTOR, each put an arm around his/her 
shoulder and smile big.)

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS: ( In unison) –Our family!
SECOND ACTOR: Hey, Coz!
THIRD ACTOR: How ya doin’?
FIRST ACTOR: Great!
  (To audience.)
 Now, our family is a little different from your family in that it’s–uh--
SECOND ACTOR: –Bigger! Way bigger!
THIRD ACTOR: Millions and millions in this family!
FIRST ACTOR: And, like most families–sometimes we have loved each other a lot!--
  (SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS plant an exaggerated smack on each cheek of FIRST ACTOR.)
 Sweeeet! And sometimes we have fought worse than cats and dogs!
  (SECOND AND THIRD ACTORS strike an exaggerated fighting pose.)
SECOND & THIRD ACTOR: (Mean grunt.) Uhhhhhhhhg.
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FIRST ACTOR: In fact, right now is not a very good time in the history of our family. It’s a sad, sad time. 
Some members of our family are hurting–even killing–other members of our family, because of fear and 
hate and misunderstanding, seeing each other as enemies.

SECOND ACTOR: That’s no way for a family to behave, is it? There is a Jewish saying–“An enemy is 
someone whose story you don’t know.”

THIRD ACTOR: So– today [tonight] we’re going to take you on a journey–a caravan, in fact, through some of 
the best stories that come from the different parts of our family. And we believe that when we know each 
other’s stories, we can be better family, better friends.

SECOND ACTOR: All right! Better friends!
FIRST ACTOR: Yahoo! So. Once there was a Sultan–.
SECOND ACTOR: Whoa! They need to know where we came from. What about our history?
FIRST ACTOR: Right, right, right. Well, we’ll make this part quick so we can get on to the fun stuff. Okay, so, 

our family–. Hmmm.
SECOND ACTOR: First there was this man named Abraham and he lived, like–oh, roughly about four 

thousands years ago in the Middle East. Here, I’ll be Abraham!
  (Poses heroically.)
FIRST ACTOR: And Abraham had two wives. I’ll be Sarah. Sarah gave birth to Isaac.
THIRD ACTOR: No! I get to be the first wife!
SECOND ACTOR: See? This is how the whole trouble started in the first place!  
   (To THIRD ACTOR.)
 Okay! You be Abraham! I’ll be Hagar, Abraham’s second wife. She gave birth to Ishmael.
THIRD ACTOR: From Abraham and Sarah came the part of the family known as the Jews--
  (“JEWISH BLOCK” is turned to face forward, showing the Star of David.)
SECOND ACTOR: –And then about two thousand years ago, after the life and teachings of Jesus, some of the 

family became known as Christians. 
  (“CHRISTIAN BLOCK” is turned to face forward, showing the Cross.)
FIRST ACTOR: –And then about fourteen hundred years ago, after the life and teachings of Mohammad, 

some of the family became known as Muslims.
  (“MUSLIM BLOCK” is turned to show Crescent Moon and Stars.)
SECOND & THIRD ACTOR: Now can we tell the stories????????
FIRST ACTOR: Yesssss!

SCENE TWO: “THE CARAVAN”—
 MUSLIM BLOCK SHOWS CRESCENT MOON AND STARS—OTHER BLOCKS TURNED TO BLACK 

SIDE. SULTAN and TWO SONS enter. MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL PALACE enter as well.

SULTAN: Once there was a Sultan, who was very good and wise. And obviously very handsome!
  (Bows.)
 He had two sons, whom he loved very much indeed.
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ABDULLAH: One of the sons was named Abdullah..      
   (Bows.)
ALI: The other son was named Ali.
  (Bows.)
ABDULLAH: The Sultan was getting along in years–.
SULTAN: –But was still very handsome!

ALI: --And it was necessary for him to decide which son would become Sultan after he died.
SULTAN: Both of his sons had entered the world in the same hour, and no one was certain just which had been 

born first. And so–.
  (To sons.)
 I have it! Only the wisest of men is worthy to be Sultan. To determine which of you is the wiser, I will send 

you into the world to travel for one year. When you return, you will each answer this question.
  (Thinks.)
 “What is the most powerful force in the world?–the most powerful force in the whole wide world?” Go, my 

sons!
ALI: I will try my best, Father, to learn the answer to your question.
ABDULLAH: (To audience.) Ho, ho! How simple this will be! I will take a year’s vacation–travel–see the 

sites. Then return here and announce that the most powerful force in the world is–the Sultan! I’m sure that is 
the truth. And no doubt that is what my father wishes to hear.

SULTAN:  (To audience.) Servants were assembled and a caravan was fitted out.
  (To sons.)
 What will you need to take with you, my sons?
ABDULLAH: Four servants. Clothing of the finest brocade, and my elegant pointed slippers. Food fit for a 

future Sultan, of course. Bracelets of gold, bells of silver. Satin cushions on my camel. Peacock feathers 
with which my servants shall fan me. And, what else–?

ALI: One servant, Father, if you please. And a camel. And–that’s all.
SULTAN:  (To audience.) And so the caravan set out.
  (SERVANTS can either enter or can come from MEMBERS OF PALACE.)
 Allah be with you, my sons!
  (SULTAN and MEMBERS OF PALACE exit.)
ALI: Ah, what an adventure! How much I shall learn!
ABDULLAH: How boring! It’s hot. And these flies! Oh, to be home instead of on this dusty road!
  (FOUR OR MORE TRIBESMEN enter.)
FIRST TRIBESMAN: Soon the caravan arrived at an oasis, where men of two desert tribes were quarreling.
  (To other TRIBESMEN.)
 Quarrel, quarrel! I tell you–quarrel, quarrel, quarrel!
SECOND TRIBESMAN: No, quarrel, quarrel! The truth is that quarrel, quarrel, quarrel!
ALI: What is the trouble here?
FIRST TRIBESMAN: The water from this well belongs to our tribe!
SECOND TRIBESMAN: It does not! We have the right to this water!
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THIRD TRIBESMAN: Not so! The water is ours!    
FOURTH TRIBESMAN: The Sultan himself gave this well into the care of our tribe!
ALI: What is the name of your tribe?
FOURTH TRIBESMAN: Nesib Said.
ALI: Then what you say is true. My father is the Sultan, and I myself heard him give the order placing the 

water into the care of your tribe.
SECOND TRIBESMAN: (To audience.) Whereupon the other tribesmen were given the water they needed 

and sent on their way.
  (TRIBESMEN exit, some grumbling.)
ALI: Ah! The most powerful force in the world must be–the Sultan! For his word can decide matters of great 

importance! He speaks and men obey!
ABDULLAH: Silly boy. I could have told you that.
  (To servant.)
 Fan faster, lazybones! And more dates and figs!
ALI: (To audience.) They traveled on. But in the meantime–.

SCENE THREE: “THINGS COULD BE WORSE”— JEWISH SYMBOL SHOWN -- MORDECHAI and 
CHAYA enter.

MORDECHAI: Once there was a man named Mordechai--
CHAYA: And his wife named Chaya--
MORDECHAI: –who lived in a miserable little farmhouse on the edge of the village.
CHAYA: Miserable! Oy! You should see it! Two rooms! And no money this man brings in. The cabbages he 

grows? A joke!
MORDECHAI: Enough already, Chaya. They get the picture.
  (To audience.)
 One terrible day Mordechai’s father died--
  (MOTHER enters, hand on forehead.)
MOTHER: Oy! Leaving his poor old mother to pay her husband’s debts by selling their house. So, of course--
CHAYA: Of course!--
MORDECHAI: (Arms out.) Mother! Come and live with us!
  (BOTH embrace MOTHER.)  
CHAYA: Which was not so bad–except–two rooms! And every night--

(MORDECHAI assists MOTHER in climbing onto the three large blocks that are side by side. She 
lies on her back, closes her eyes, and remains thus for the rest of the scene.)

MOTHER: (Snores loudly.) ZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzzz.
MORDECHAI: All night!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzz.
MORDECHAI: Chaya! What shall we do? I can’t sleep!
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CHAYA: Nor can I! And the kitchen–how she crowds me!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzz.
CHAYA: Go see the Rabbi!
MORDECHAI: The Rabbi! What good will that do?
CHAYA: What harm will it do? The Rabbi is a wise man!
MORDECHAI: (To audience.) So off Mordechai went to see the Rabbi--
  (RABBI enters.)
RABBI: –A very wise man!
MORDECHAI: –And told him everything!
RABBI: Hmmmmmmmm! I seeeeeeeee! Crowded and noisy, you say?
MORDECHAI: Oy vey!
RABBI: Hmmmm. Have you any animals?
MORDECHAI: A few chickens and a rooster. A goat. A cow.
  (TWO CHICKENS, ROOSTER, GOAT, COW enter.)
RABBI: Here is what you must do. Move the chickens into the house.
MORDECHAI:  Move the chickens–?
  (MORDECHAI turns from the RABBI to face CHAYA.)
CHAYA: –Into the house???
MORDECHAI: He’s the Rabbi!
CHAYA: (To audience.) So Mordechai–Oy!–moved the chickens and the rooster into the house!
  (They shoo CHICKENS and ROOSTER into the house.)
 And all day long--        
CHICKENS: Cluck! Cluck! Cluck! Squak! Squak! Cluck! Scratch!
CHAYA: –And all night long--
CHICKENS: Scratch, scratch, scratch! Cluck! Cluck!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzz.
CHAYA: –And at daybreak--
ROOSTER: COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO!
CHAYA: Mordechai! Go back to the Rabbi! Tell him everything is--   
  (MORDECHAI turns from CHAYA to face the RABBI.)
MORDECHAI: –Ten times worse than before!
RABBI: Hmmmmmmmmmm. You said you have a goat? Move the goat--
  (MORDECHAI turns from the RABBI to face CHAYA.)
CHAYA: --Into the house? The goat too? The Rabbi has gone mad!
MORDECHAI: But he’s the Rabbi! An educated man!
  (MORDECHAI leads goat into house.)
CHAYA: So Mordechai–Oy!–moved the goat into the house! All day long--
GOAT: BAA-BAA-BAA!
CHICKENS: Squak! Squak! Cluck, cluck, cluck! Scratch, scratch!
CHAYA: And at night--
GOAT: BAAAAAAAAA!
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CHICKENS: Scratch, scratch. SQUAAAAAAK!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzz.
ROOSTER: COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO!
CHAYA: Mordechai! Go back to the Rabbi! Tell him everything is--
  (MORDECHAI turns from CHAYA to face the RABBI.)
MORDECHAI: –one hundred times worse than before!
RABBI: Hmmmmmmmmmmm. You have a cow? Move the cow--
  (MORDECHAI turns from the RABBI to face CHAYA.)
CHAYA: --Into the house? The chickens, the goat, and now THE COW???
MORDECHAI: He is the Rabbi! A wise and an educated man!
CHAYA: So Mordechai–oy!-- moved THE COW into the house!
  (MORDECHAI leads COW into the house.)
 And all day long--
COW: MOOOOOOOOOO!
GOAT: BAAAAAAAAAA!
CHICKENS: CLUCK, CLUCK, CLUCK! SCRATCH, SCRATCH! SQUAK, SQUAK, SQUAK!
CHAYA: And at night--
COW: MOOOOOO!
GOAT: BAAAAAAAA!
CHICKENS: CLUCK! SCRATCH! SQUAK!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzz.
ROOSTER: COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO!
CHAYA: Mordechai! I cannot take this one more day! WE ARE BOTH GOING TO THE--
  (CHAYA grabs MORDECHAI and they turn to the RABBI.)
 Rabbi! We are being driven to our graves! The noise! The stench! What shall we do?
RABBI: (Considers.) Take the chickens, the goat, and the cow--
MORDECHAI AND CHAYA: Yes?
RABBI: –Back to the barn!
MORDECHAI AND CHAYA: YES!

(MORDECHAI leads the COW and the GOAT out. CHAYA shoos the CHICKENS and the 
ROOSTER.)

COW: MOOOOOOOOOO!
GOAT: BAAAAAAAAAAAAA!
CHICKENS AND ROOSTER: CLUCK! SQUAK! COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO!
MORDECHAI: (To audience.) At last, they settled down for the night.
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzz.
CHAYA: How quiet our house is!
MORDECHAI: A wise man, the Rabbi!
MOTHER: ZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzzzz.
MORDECHAI AND CHAYA: (Contented sigh.) Aaaaahhhhhhh!
  (MORDECHAI, CHAYA and MOTHER exit.)
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SCENE FOUR: “THE CARAVAN CONTINUES”—MUSLIM SYMBOL SHOWN
 CARAVAN enters.

ABDULLAH: (To SERVANT.) Water! Fan faster! And you–shade me from that blistering sun!
  (BUILDER enters, pantomimes lifting and hammering. He appears weary. To audience.)
 The caravan had traveled for two weeks when they entered a village and came upon a builder constructing a 

dwelling.
ALI: (To BUILDER) Has the Sultan commanded you to build this? For he is the greatest force in the world.
BUILDER: The Sultan? Of course not!
ALI: Then why do you work?
BUILDER: I work for money. Why else would I labor here in the heat of the day?
ALI: Ah! Money must be a more powerful force than the Sultan himself! Money must be the greatest force in 

the whole world! Abdullah! I think I have learned something–.
ABDULLAH: Don’t bother me, Ali. And you–fan faster! Ah, the heat!
  (CARAVAN exits.)
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SCENE FIVE: “STONE SOUP”—CHRISTIAN SYMBOL SHOWN
 SIX TOWNSPEOPLE enter.

FIRST TOWNSPERSON: Once upon a time in Eastern Europe, there was a great famine in the land and food 
was very, very scarce.

SECOND TOWNSPERSON: The people jealously hoarded whatever food they had, hiding it even--
  (ALL put both hands behind their backs as if hiding something.)
THIRD TOWNSPERSON: –From their friends and neighbors.
  (SOLDIER enters, leading unseen donkey.)
SOLDIER: One day a wandering Soldier came into the village.
  (To TOWNSPEOPLE.)
 Ah! This looks like a good place for my donkey and me to spend the night.
FOURTH TOWNSPERSON: No, no, no. There’s no food here.
FIFTH TOWNSPERSON: You’d best keep moving on. No food here.
SOLDIER: Oh, I have everything I need to make a fine supper. I’ll just build me a fire right here--
  (SOLDIER quickly rubs two “sticks” together. TOWNSPEOPLE gather around.)
 –And fill this cauldron with water from that stream.

(SOLDIER takes from “donkey’s back” a heavy “cauldron,” fills it with one scoop, and arranges it 
over the “fire.”)

 And now for the stone!
  (Takes from “bag” on “donkey” a large “stone”and plops it into the “cauldron.”)
SIXTH TOWNSPERSON: Stone?
SOLDIER: A special, magical stone–for my most delicious stone soup, of course.
TOWNSPEOPLE: Stone soup???
SOLDIER: You’ve never heard of stone soup? Delicious! Fit for a king! And I’ll be glad to share with all of 

you. There will be plenty!
  (Sniffs.)
 Ah. I can smell the broth already. Mmmmm!
  (A few of the TOWNSPEOPLE lean in, sniff.)
 But stone soup with a bit of cabbage in it–that’s the best! Sure wish I had a cabbage.

(FIRST TOWNSPERSON approaches, shyly brings out what she was hiding behind her back and 
extends it to SOLDIER.)

FIRST TOWNSPERSON: I–I have a cabbage.
SOLDIER: Ah! Excellent!

(With eight or ten quick “chops,” edge of hand on other palm, SOLDIER makes speedy work of the 
“cabbage” and throws it into the “cauldron.” He picks up a “stick” and stirs the soup, sniffs it.)

 Heavenly! But if only–an onion! Ah, for an onion!
(SECOND TOWNSPERSON slowly steps up to SOLDIER, holding out something that has been 
hidden behind his back.)

SECOND TOWNSPERSON: I have–an onion.
SOLDIER: No!
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  (SOLDIER takes the “onion,” chops it and tosses it into the soup.)
 Ahhhhh! Just smell! But, you know--I once had stone soup with a bit of salt beef--

(Now in speeded up action–as if on “fast forward,” the other TOWNSPEOPLE hand the items 
mentioned to the SOLDIER, who chops them and throws them in the soup.)

 –and a potato–
  (Chop, stir, sniff.)      
 --and a carrot         
  (Chop, stir, sniff.)
 –a bit of salt and pepper
  (Shake, stir, sniff.)
 –some mushrooms--
  (Chop, stir, sniff.)
 Ah! Per-fect-a-ment!
  (SOLDIER clasps hands in prayer and looks to heaven. TOWNSPEOPLE do the same.)
 Dear Lord! We thank thee for this most magical and delicious stone soup. Amen!
TOWNSPEOPLE: Amen!
(Again in speeded-up action, SOLDIER fills a “bowl” for each TOWNSPERSON. They receive their “bowls” 

with “ohhh’s” and “ahhhh’s.” At last SOLDIER serves self. On cue ALL lift their “bowls” and drink their 
“stone soup.”)

 Ahhhhhhh!
SOLDIER: (Smiles.) No food, you say? I think you have fed each other well!

(SOLDIER hoists “cauldron” onto “donkey” and exits. TOWNSPEOPLE look at one another and 
smile.)

FIRST TOWNSPERSON: Shall we make soup again for supper tomorrow evening?
TOWNSPEOPLE: (Ad lib.) Absolutely! Great idea! I’ll bring the carrot this time. I’ll bring a turnip. You’ve 

got a turnip?
  (TOWNSPEOPLE exit.)

(NOTE: It is important in the all of the following scenes of SCENE 6, that both genders be 
represented all in the responses from God.)

SCENE SIX : “OUR PRAYERS ARE ANSWERED”
SCENE SIX A – CHRISTIAN SYMBOL SHOWN
 FOUR ACTORS enter.

FIRST ACTOR: In medieval times there was a Christian mystic who spoke to God, saying--
CHRISTIAN MYSTIC: Dear Lord, I will do anything you ask of me. Anything! Only tell me what is your 

will.         
SECOND ACTOR: Day after day she prayed.
CHRISTIAN MYSTIC: There is nothing I will not do for you, dear Lord. But tell me your will that I might do 
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it. Anything you ask, I will do! But tell me what it is!
THIRD ACTOR: Finally, after many, many days, came the voice of the Lord--
FIRST, SECOND THIRD ACTORS: (In unison, hands cupped for calling.) SURPRISE ME!
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SCENE SIX B – MUSLIM SYMBOL SHOWN

SECOND ACTOR: Once there was a Muslim Hodja who spoke to Allah, saying--
HODJA: Dear Allah, I really don’t understand your ways. Here I sit under this great tree that grows tiny little 

walnuts. And over there is a spineless vine that grows huge and yellow pumpkins. Would it not have been 
better to have the tiny little walnuts grow on that spineless vine–and the huge and yellow pumpkins grow on 
this great walnut tree?

THIRD ACTOR: And Allah replied--
  (THIRD ACTOR stretches out arm and lets a “walnut” drop.
SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH ACTORS: (In unison, hands cupped for calling.) PING!
  (Startled, HODJA rubs head and looks up.)
HODJA: Ah! If that had been a pumpkin–! You are wiser than I am, Allah! Wiser than I am! Allah be praised!

SCENE SIX C – JEWISH SYMBOL SHOWN
    
THIRD ACTOR: Once there was a Jewish Rabbi who spoke to God, saying--
RABBI: Dear God–this world! So much suffering! So much hatred and division and selfishness! So much 

sorrow! You must send help! Dear God, you must send help!
THIRD ACTOR: And God replied--
FIRST, THIRD AND FOURTH ACTORS: (In unison, hands cupped for calling.) I ALREADY HAVE! I 

SENT–YOU!
RABBI: (Softly.) Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh!

SCENE SEVEN: “THE CARAVAN CONTINUES”—MUSLIM SYMBOL SHOWN
 CARAVAN enters. From a different direction six SHEPHERDS enter.     
ALI: Five months into their journey, Ali and Abdullah and their caravan came upon six shepherds tending their 

flock.
  (To SHEPHERDS.)
 Tell me! Will you be paid well for your labors?-- for I know that money is the most powerful force in the 

world.
FIRST SHEPHERD: Money? No! We will receive no money for our labors.
ALI: Then why do you work?
SECOND SHEPHERD: These are hard times. We work only for food and a place to lie down at the end of the 

day. Money is nothing! Food and shelter we must have!
  (SHEPHERDS exit.)
ALI: Ah! The need for food and shelter must be the most powerful force in the world, more powerful than 

money, more powerful than the Sultan himself! Abdullah–did you hear?
ABDULLAH: Leave me alone, Ali. I already know the answer we seek. More grapes, there!
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  (CARAVAN exits.)

SCENE EIGHT: “WHATEVER GOD DOES IS FOR THE BEST”—JEWISH SYMBOL SHOWN 
 AKIVA and FIVE ACTORS enter.

FIRST ACTOR: When Rabbi Akiva was young, he was very poor and his life was hard. But did he ever 
complain? No matter what happened to him, he always said--

AKIVA: Everything God does is for the best!
SECOND ACTOR: One day–.

(All FIVE ACTORS turn their backs, making two sets of pairs and one alone. RABBI AKIVA goes to 
one of the pairs and “knocks,” thumping a sound effect with foot. The TWO ACTORS turn around 
unwelcoming, arms folded.)

AKIVA: I am far from home and very tired. Could you let me sleep in your barn for the night?
FIRST ACTOR: We have no room anywhere.
SECOND ACTOR: Sorry!

(FIRST and SECOND ACTORS swing around, arms still folded, their backs to AKIVA. AKIVA 
approaches the THIRD ACTOR, “knocks,” again thumping a sound effect with foot. THIRD ACTOR 
swings around, folds arms and frowns.)

THIRD ACTOR: Sorry!         
(THIRD ACTOR turns back on AKIVA. AKIVA approaches FOURTH and FIFTH ACTORS, 
“knocks” and thumps foot again. FOURTH and FIFTH ACTORS swing around, fold arms and glare 
at AKIVA.)

FOURTH AND FIFTH ACTORS: (In unison.) SORRY!
(FOURTH and FIFTH ACTORS turn backs on AKIVA. AKIVA walks on. ACTORS turn around to 
face audience as their lines come.)

THIRD ACTOR: No one in the entire village would let him in.
FOURTH ACTOR: So Akiva decided he would have to sleep in a deserted field, with his coat for a blanket 

and a rock for his pillow. But he said to himself–
AKIVA: It doesn’t matter. Everything God does is for the best!
FIFTH ACTOR: Akiva tried to light his lamp.
  (AKIVA rubs two “stones” together.)
 He rubbed two stones together until finally they sparked.
AKIVA: Ah! Now I can feed my rooster and my donkey and myself and go to sleep.
FIRST ACTOR: Just then a gust of wind came from nowhere--
  (FIRST ACTOR whirls around and circles the “lamp,” making a loud blowing sound.)
 Whissh! Whiiiiiish! –And blew out the lamp. But Akiva said–
AKIVA: It doesn’t matter. Everything God does is for the best!
  (SECOND ACTOR whirls around.)
 Suddenly Akiva heard a fierce--
  (Growls.)
 –Arrrrrrgh!
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THIRD ACTOR: (Whirls around.) –Followed by a frightened--
  (Crows.)
 Cockle-doodle-do! When he went to see--
SECOND ACTOR: A panther had eaten up his rooster!
THIRD ACTOR: But Akiva said–
AKIVA: Poor rooster! Oh, well. Everything God does is for the best!
FOURTH ACTOR: (Whirls around.) Just then Akiva heard another noise.
  (Brays.)
 Hee-haw, hee-haw!
  (Yelps in pain as donkey)
 Aieee-yai Aieee-yai!
FIFTH ACTOR: (Whirls around.) But when Akiva went to see what was the matter with his donkey -- ROO-

OO-ARRRR!
FOURTH ACTOR: A gigantic lion had devoured his faithful beast!
FIRST ACTOR: There Akiva was–with no light, no rooster and no donkey. But did he complain?
AKIVA: Everything God does is for the best!
  (AKIVA lies down on the ground.)
SECOND ACTOR: In the middle of the night, Akiva was awakened by loud voices.
  (AKIVA sits up with a start. All FIVE ACTORS become swaggering PIRATES.)
THIRD ACTOR: Ha, ha! This sword of mine is thirsty for blood. Blood, blood!
FOURTH ACTOR: And plunder!
FIFTH ACTOR: (To audience.) A drunken band of pirates had come up from the coast to attack the village!
  (AKIVA huddles with arms over head.)
 But Akiva kept very still and the men passed without noticing him..
  (The FIVE ACTORS cease being PIRATES . AKIVA cautiously stands up, looks around.)
AKIVA: Ah, how fortunate I am! If I had had a light, the pirates would surely have seen me! And if they had 

heard my animals, they might have killed me. And–oh–if the villagers had let me stay in their barn tonight, I 
might be–as they are likely being now–massacred by the pirates! Indeed–

AKIVA AND FIVE ACTORS: –Everything God does is truly for the best!
(FIVE ACTORS clap AKIVA on the shoulders as they exit, adlibbing, “Way to go, Man!” “Excellent, 
Dude!”)

Scenes 9-16 are on an additional 12 pages
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